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Abstract— Data Compression is a typical requirement for 

the greater amount of the computerized applications reacted 

Information. There are number of data compression 

technologies are available and each technology have their 

own advantages and disadvantages. According to the size of 

the data we have to choose right technology for data 

compression. We can also compare the different data 

compression technology according to different examples. 

Data compression is a typical necessity for the majority of 

the electronic applications. In this manner, the primary point 

of data compression is to evacuate information excess from 

the store or transmitting information. Data compression 

additionally an imperative application in field of document 

capacity and distributed framework as in data are to send 

and get from the entire framework. So Speed and execution 

effectiveness are likewise main consideration as far as data 

compression is to be utilized. In the data compression 

technologies we have to consider many factors like running 

time and space complexity of the algorithm, dataset size and 

cots. Above all factor are used to choose the best algorithm 

for data compression. The Different data compression 

techniques are used different data format like structured data 

and unstructured data. The structured data may be word 

document, pdf and all in textual or tabular format of all data. 

The best examples of un- structured data are audio, video, 

Image files and Body of Email messages. Mainly there are 

two forms of data compression: - Lossy and Lossless. But in 

the lossless data compression, the integrity of data is to be 

preserved. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data compression is the specialty of speaking about the data 

in smaller shape or in compact form. It decreases the 

document size or estimate which turns into the required 

storage allocation and makes the transmission of data 

quicker. Compression systems attempt to discover excess 

information and evacuate these redundancies. Data 

compression can be isolated or divided into two wide 

classes: lossless data compression and lossy data 

compression. In lossless compression, the correct unique 

Information can be recouped from compacted 

information. It is utilized when the distinction between 

unique information and decompressed information can't go 

on without serious consequences. Medicinal images, content 

required in legal purposes and PC executable files or 

documents are packed utilizing lossless compression 

methods. Lossy compression, as the name proposes, 

includes loss of data. It is utilized as a part of the 

applications where the absence of remaking isn't an issue. 

Videos or Recordings and s audios or sounds are compacted 

utilizing lossy compression. The to a great degree quick 

development of information that should be put away and 

exchanged has given ascend to the requests of better 

transmission and capacity methods. Various lossless data 

compression algorithms have been proposed and used. 

Huffman Coding, Arithmetic Coding, Shannon-Fano 

Algorithm, Run Length Encoding Algorithm are some of the 

techniques in use. This paper examines Huffman Coding, 

Arithmetic Coding, and Run Length Encoding Algorithm. 

 
Fig. 1: Data Compression and Decompression 

II. SHANNON-FANO CODING 

Claude E. Shannon (MIT) and Robert M. Fano (Bell 

Research facilities) had built up a coding method to create a 

binary tree or double code tree. The technique evaluates 

image’s likelihood and assigns code words with a relating 

code length. Contrasted with different strategies the 

Shannon-Fano coding is anything but difficult to execute. In 

pragmatic operation Shannon-Fano coding isn't of bigger 

significance. This is particularly caused by the lower code 

effectiveness in contrast with Huffman coding as shown 

later. Use of Shannon-Fano coding bodes well in the event 

that it is wanted to apply a straightforward calculation with 

elite and least necessities for programming. A case is the 

compression strategy IMPLODE as determined e.g. in the 

ZIP arrange. 
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Fig. 2: Example of SHANNON-FANO CODING - 1 

 
Fig. 3: Example of SHANNON-FANO CODING – 2 

III. HUFFMAN CODING 

To begin with Huffman coding calculation was created by 

David Huffman in 1951. Huffman coding is an entropy 

encoding calculation utilized for lossless information 

pressure. In this calculation settled length codes are 

supplanted by factor length codes. When utilizing variable-

length code words, it is alluring to make a prefix code, 

maintaining a strategic distance from the requirement for a 

separator to decide code word limits. Huffman Coding uses 

such prefix code Huffman Encoding Algorithms utilize the 

probability distribution of the letter set of the source to build 

up the code words for symbols. The recurrence dispersion of 

the considerable number of characters of the source is 

figured with a specific end goal to ascertain the probability 

distribution. As per the probabilities, the code words are 

allotted. Shorter code words for higher probabilities and 

longer code words for littler probabilities are assigned. For 

this assignment a binary tree is made utilizing the symbols 

as leaves as per their probabilities and ways of those are 

taken as the code words. Two groups of Huffman Encoding 

have been proposed: Static Huffman Algorithms and 

Adaptive Huffman Algorithms. Static Huffman Algorithms 

figure the frequencies first and after that create a normal tree 

for both the pressure and decompression forms. 

 
Fig. 4: Example of Huffman coding 

IV. SHANNON-FANO CODING VERSUS HUFFMAN 

CODING 

1) Hannon-fano coding versus huffman coding algorithm: 

The Shannon-Fano code does not offer the best code 

efficiency for the exemplary data structure. This is not 

necessarily the case for any frequency distribution. But, 

the Shannon-Fano coding provides a similar result 

compared with Huffman coding at the best. 

2) Run Length Encoding: In the most pessimistic scenario 

RLE produces the yield information which is 2 times 

more than the span of info information. This is because 

of the less measure of keeps running in the source 

record. What's more, the records that are compacted 

have high esteems of compression proportion. This 

calculation does not give noteworthy change over the 

first document. 

3) Huffman Coding versus Number-crunching Coding: 

Huffman Coding Algorithm utilizes a static table for the 

entire coding process, so it is speedier. In any case it 

doesn't deliver proficient compression proportion. 

Arithmetic algorithm can produce a high compression 

proportion; however its compression speed is moderate 

or slow. 

 
Fig. 5: Example of Huffman coding 
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Fig. 6: Compression of Shannon-Fano-Coding and Huffman 

coding 

V. MEASURING COMPRESSION PERFORMANCES 

Performance measure is use to discover which strategy is 

great as indicated by a few criteria. Contingent upon the idea 

of application there are different criteria to gauge the 

execution of pressure calculation. When estimating the 

execution the primary concern to be considered is space 

effectiveness Furthermore, the time effectiveness is another 

factor. Since the pressure conduct relies upon the repetition 

of images in the source record, it is hard to gauge execution 

of pressure calculation when all is said in done. The 

execution of information pressure relies upon the kind of 

information and structure of info source. The pressure 

conduct relies upon the classification of the pressure 

calculation: lossy or lossless. Following are a few 

estimations use to compute the exhibitions of lossless 

calculations. 

1) Compression ratio: compression ratio is the ratio 

between size of compressed file and the size of source 

file. 

 
2) Compression factor: compression factor is the inverse 

of compression ratio. That is the ratio between the size 

of source file and the size of the compressed file. 

 
3) Saving percentage calculates the shrinkage of the source 

record as a rate. Compressed pattern matching: 

compacted design coordinating is the way toward 

looking of example in packed information with 

practically zero decompression appeared in following 

table. 

 
 

 
Fig. 7: Huffman Coding Vs. Arithmetic Coding. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We analyze LZW, Huffman coding and Shannon-Fano 

coding strategies of information pressure on English words 

in wording of pressure estimate, pressure proportion and 

sparing rate. Subsequent to testing those calculations, 

Huffman coding and Shannon-Fano coding approaches are 

capable over LZW. Huffman coding and Shannon-Fano 

coding gives better outcomes and lessens the extent of the 

content. An experimental comparison of various different 

lossless pressure calculations for content information is 

carried out. A few existing lossless pressure techniques are 

looked at for their viability. By considering about the 

compression times, decompression times and saving  rates 

of the considerable number of calculations, the Shannon 

Fano calculation can be considered as the most effective 

calculation among the chose ones. Those values of this 

algorithm are in an acceptable range and it shows better 

results for the large files. 
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